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need idea
Posted by guarding613 - 29 Jul 2015 10:49
_____________________________________

I am trying to implement the taphsic method but I can not think of the perfect kabbalah. The
examples given in the pamphlet will not work for me. If anyone has any ideas if they can please
share.

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by berelfiner - 29 Jul 2015 11:37
_____________________________________

If you could explain why not it could help you and others to think of different ideas.

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by guarding613 - 29 Jul 2015 11:58
_____________________________________

Fasting is not an option because I will dehydrate very easily and will not be able to learn or
function especially now in the summer. Losing money will not stop me because I am not married
and therefore have zero expences and a lot of money saved up. As a matter of fact I tried it a
few years ago and ended up losing hundreds of dollars without any success. Telling somebody
is very risky and I am afraid I will not be omed in it and c"v might break the shevuah.

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by berelfiner - 29 Jul 2015 12:06
_____________________________________

How about Half an hour or an hour learning bli hefsek. (In a closed room with phone turned off)
or chazer a perek mishnayos ba'al peh?

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
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Posted by guarding613 - 29 Jul 2015 12:41
_____________________________________

thanks very much berel finder for your help and support. The problem with going to the
kotel,learning,kivrei tzaddikim,saying sefer tehellim etc. is that when I get hit very strong with
lust the y"h will rationalize with me to be mz"l or look at p*** because then I will be able to be
mekayem a big mitzva. By the way I do have a kabbalah that helps me a little bit of not putting
milk and sugar into my coffee for an extended number of days. I am not asking people to sit
down and break thier heads for me. I am just looking for a stronger more powerful kabbalah so I
posted here in casde sombody already had an idea in the back of thier heads or used
alternative kabbalohs

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by cordnoy - 29 Jul 2015 13:11
_____________________________________

Why not forget the whole thing and work on the issue.....What have you tried in the past?

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by guarding613 - 29 Jul 2015 16:45
_____________________________________

I only tried the money and the no milk and sugar in coffee I am afraid of trying something to
hard in case I cant do it and I will be oiver on the shevuah

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by lomed - 29 Jul 2015 19:38
_____________________________________

I never did the tafsic method as i did not feel it will work for me. However dealing with others
including students, I came to realize that the point of a consequence is not the large or strong
consequence. it is rather the amount of times you have to do it. Lets say one will take a knas of
$500.00, I would rather suggest him that he give $5.00 for ten consecutive days. The fact that
for 10 days he will be reminded about the consequence may be more powerful than the large
sum. or for instance instead of doing 2 hours straight of learning, i would suggest 10 minute a
day of mishnayus for ten days.
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Only my suggestion.

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by peloni almoni - 29 Jul 2015 19:58
_____________________________________

guarding613 wrote:

I am trying to implement the taphsic method but I can not think of the perfect kabbalah. The
examples given in the pamphlet will not work for me. If anyone has any ideas if they can please
share.

2 IDEAS THAT WORK FOR SOME - feel free to tweak to your satisfaction

1. one week eating only bread and water and taking completely cold showers

2. fasting for a beha"b - but water is allowed (i found this harder than a regular fast)

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by cordnoy - 29 Jul 2015 20:10
_____________________________________

guarding613 wrote:

I only tried the money and the no milk and sugar in coffee I am afraid of trying something to
hard in case I cant do it and I will be oiver on the shevuah

My comment was based on the opinion that you are barking up the wrong tree.
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========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by guarding613 - 29 Jul 2015 20:42
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote:

guarding613 wrote:

I only tried the money and the no milk and sugar in coffee I am afraid of trying something to
hard in case I cant do it and I will be oiver on the shevuah

My comment was based on the opinion that you are barking up the wrong tree.

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by guarding613 - 29 Jul 2015 20:47
_____________________________________

My comment was based on the opinion that you are barking up the wrong tree.[/quote]

I am not sure why this is barking up the wrong tree. Do you mean that I should just do instead of
spending so much time planning? By the way thank you peloni almoni very much I like your
ideas a lot.

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by cordnoy - 29 Jul 2015 20:55
_____________________________________
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guarding613 wrote:

My comment was based on the opinion that you are barking up the wrong tree.

I am not sure why this is barking up the wrong tree. Do you mean that I should just do instead of
spending so much time planning? By the way thank you peloni almoni very much I like your
ideas a lot.[/quote]

while some people gain with this taphshik method, it seemed/seems to me that you should be
focusin' your efforts on recovery.

what is my problem?

why am I not happy in life?

Why am I moody?

What are my fears and resentments?

Why is lust my drug of choice?

Just my humble thoughts.....

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by peloni almoni - 29 Jul 2015 23:06
_____________________________________

[quote="guarding613" post=260535]

By the way thank you peloni almoni very much I like your ideas a lot.
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my pleasure. you liked my ideas maybe you will like my advice as well: TAPHSIC is great for the
extra push. but its aim is really to treat the symptom, ?????? acting out. make sure you have a
real plan in action to treat the cause, ?????? what causes the lusting in the first place. that is
where the main focus shoud be, and taphsic ??? ????? ??"? for the extra push to make sure you
dont ruin recovery by acting out. focus on the ????. remember the mishna:

?? ????, ?? ???? ???? ???? ????, ???? ?? ????? ????? ?? ?????

could be you are doing this already. in case you are not, i felt it worthy enough of mentioning
??? ????? ????

========================================================================
====

Re: need idea
Posted by guarding613 - 30 Jul 2015 07:45
_____________________________________

cordnoy and peloni almoni suggested that while the taphsic method is a good tool to halt the
acting out still the main focus should be uprooting the cause. This means trying to figure out
Why am I not happy? Why do I feel empty? agitated? But I don't understand I like p/// I enjoy
m//// I get a geshmak out of it thats why its hard to stop. If someone is getting a geshmak from
eating candy and he becomes addicted (if eating candy was an addictive behavior) are you
going to say that he should figure out why hes depressed. Also it's nothing that I am inherently
aware of are you suggesting that I go to a therapist?

========================================================================
====
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